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While rigorous quantum dynamical simulations of many-body systems are extremely difficult (or
impossible) due to exponential scaling with dimensionality, the corresponding classical simulations ignore
quantum effects. Semiclassical methods are generally more efficient but less accurate than quantum methods
and more accurate but less efficient than classical methods. We find a remarkable exception to this rule
by showing that a semiclassical method can be both more accurate and faster than a classical simulation.
Specifically, we prove that for the semiclassical dephasing representation the number of trajectories needed
to simulate quantum fidelity is independent of dimensionality and also that this semiclassical method is
even faster than the most efficient corresponding classical algorithm. Analytical results are confirmed
with simulations of fidelity in up to 100 dimensions with 21700 -dimensional Hilbert space.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.107.214101
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Introduction.—A correct description of many microscopic dynamical phenomena, such as ultrafast timeresolved spectra or tunneling rate constants, requires an
accurate quantum (QM) simulation. While classical (CL)
molecular dynamics simulations are feasible for millions
of atoms, the solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger
equation scales exponentially with the number D of degrees of freedom (DOF) and is feasible for only a few
continuous DOF. An apparently promising solution is provided by semiclassical (SC) methods, which use CL trajectories but attach to them phase information and thus can
approximately describe interference and other QM effects
completely missed in CL simulations. Unfortunately, SC
methods suffer from the ‘‘dynamical sign problem’’ due to
the addition of rapidly oscillating terms, resulting in the
requirement of a huge number of CL trajectories for convergence. Consequently, most SC methods are much less
efficient than CL simulations and in practice were used for
at most tens of DOF. Even though several techniques have
explored this issue [1], the challenge remains open. Below,
we turn this challenge around by showing that in simulations of QM fidelity (QF) [2,3], a SC method called ‘‘dephasing representation’’ (DR) [4–6] is not only more
accurate but, remarkably, also faster than the most efficient
corresponding CL algorithm [7].
Quantum fidelity.—QF was introduced by Peres [8] to
measure the stability of QM dynamics (QD). He defined
QF FQM ðtÞ as the squared overlap at time t of two QM
states, identical at t ¼ 0, but subsequently evolved with
two different Hamiltonians H0 and H ¼ H0 þ V:
FQM ðtÞ :¼ jfQM ðtÞj2 ;

(1)

fQM ðtÞ :¼ h c jUt U0t j c i;

(2)

where fQM ðtÞ is the fidelity amplitude and Ut :¼
expðiH t=@Þ the QM evolution operator. By rewriting
0031-9007=11=107(21)=214101(5)

Eq. (2) as fQM ðtÞ ¼ h c jUt j c i with the echo operator
Ut :¼ Ut U0t , it can be interpreted as the Loschmidt
echo, i.e., an overlap of an initial state with a state evolved
for time t with H0 and subsequently for time t with H .
(In general, we write time t as a superscript. Subscript 
denotes that H was used for dynamics. If an evolution
operator, phase-space coordinate, or density lacks a subscript , Loschmidt echo dynamics is implied.) QF appears, e.g., in NMR spin echo experiments [9], neutron
scattering [10], ultrafast electronic spectroscopy [11,12],
and QM computation and decoherence [13]. QF can be
also used to measure nonadiabaticity [14] or accuracy of
molecular QD on an approximate potential energy
surface [15].
Classical fidelity.—Assuming for simplicity that the initial states are pure, one may write QF (1) as FQM ðtÞ ¼
^ t is the density operator at
Trð^ t ^ t0 Þ, where ^ t :¼ Ut U
time t. In the phase-space
formulation of QM mechanics,
R
W;t
FQM ðtÞ ¼ hD dxW;t
 ðxÞ0 ðxÞ, where x :¼ ðq; pÞ is a
R
^ þ
point in phase space and AW ðxÞ :¼ dhq  =2jAjq
ip=@
^
=2ie
the Wigner transform of A. This form of QF
suggests its CL limit, called CL fidelity (CF) [16,17]:
Z
CL;t
FCL ðtÞ :¼ hD dxCL;t
(3)
 ðxÞ0 ðxÞ
¼ hD

Z

dxCL;t ðxÞCL;0 ðxÞ;

(4)

where the two lines express CF in the fidelity and
Loschmidt echo pictures, respectively. From now on, if 
lacks superscript ‘‘W,’’ then ‘‘CL’’ is implied.
Semiclassical dephasing representation.—In order to
capture the QM effects missing in CF, several methods
were proposed to describe QF semiclassically. Most
were analytical [3,18] and valid only under special
circumstances because the numerical approaches were
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overwhelmed with the sign problem. By extending a numerically practical SC method for localized Gaussian wave
packets (GWPs) [19], the SC DR was introduced as a more
accurate and general SC approximation of QF [4–6]. The
DR of QF is defined as FDR :¼ jfDR j2 , where the DR
amplitude is an interference integral:
Z
(5)
fDR ðtÞ :¼ hD dx0 W ðx0 Þ exp½iðx0 ; tÞ;

QM
7
CL: echo-1 (N ≈ 7 × 10 )
CL: echo-1’ (N ≈ 7 × 107)
CL (N =∞)
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dVðx=2 Þ;

(6)

and phase  is determined by the action S due to the
perturbation along a trajectory propagated with the average
Hamiltonian H=2 [12,20]. Above, xt :¼ t ðx0 Þ, where t
is the Hamiltonian flow of H . The DR was successfully
used to describe stability of QD in integrable, mixed, and
chaotic systems [4–6], nonadiabaticity [14] and accuracy
of molecular QD on an approximate potential energy surface [15], and the local density of states and the transition
from the Fermi golden rule (FGR) to the Lyapunov regime
of QF decay [21]. The same approximation was independently derived and used in electronic spectroscopy [11].
Recently, the DR was derived from the SC theory of
Wigner function evolution and its range of validity extended with a SC amplitude correction [20].
The remarkable efficiency of the original implementation of DR observed empirically in applications led us to
analyze this property rigorously here. Figure 1, displaying
fidelity in a 100-dimensional system (see the section on
numerical results for details), advertises the main result to
be proven analytically below. The figure shows that algorithms deph-1 for FDR and recently proposed [7] echo-2 for
FCL converge with several orders of magnitude fewer
trajectories than previously used algorithms for FCL , but,
while the DR reproduces the plateau of FQM , even the fully
converged CF (computed as a product of 100 onedimensional fidelities) does not capture this QM effect.
Algorithms.—The most general and straightforward
way to evaluate Eqs. (3)–(5) is with trajectory-based methods. While the DR (5) is already in a suitable form, Eqs. (3)
and (4) for CF must be rewritten by using the Liouville
theorem as
Z
t
FCL ðtÞ ¼ hD dx0 ðxt
(7)
 Þðx0 Þ
¼ hD

20

dx0 ðxt Þðx0 Þ:

QM
7
CL: echo-1* (N ≈ 7 × 10 )
CL: echo-2 (N = 2048)
CL (N =∞)
DR: deph-1 (N = 2048)
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FIG. 1 (color online). Convergence of different fidelity algorithms in a 100-dimensional system of perturbed ( ¼ 3  104 )
for an
quasi-integrable (k ¼ 0:2) kicked rotors with n1 ¼p8192
ﬃﬃﬃ
initial GWP with X ¼ ð0:7; 0:24Þ  2 and a ¼ @ in all dimensions. Error bars are plotted every 20 time steps. (a) Simple
algorithms echo-1 and echo-10 are far from converged even with
CL
DR
7  107 trajectories. (b) While both Fdeph
-1 and Fecho-2 converge
fully with only 2048 trajectories, only the DR can capture the
QM fidelity ‘‘freeze’’ (the plateau).

R
hAðx0 ; tÞiWðx0 Þ :¼

dx0 Aðx0 ; tÞWðx0 Þ
R 0
;
dx Wðx0 Þ

where W is the sampling weight for initial conditions x0 .
While previously used CL algorithms sampled from W ¼
 [17,22], Ref. [7] considered more general weights W ¼
t 0 M
WM ðx0 Þ :¼ ðx0 ÞM and W ¼ WM ðxt
0 Þ ¼ ½0 ðx Þ for
the echo and fidelity dynamics, respectively. These weights
yield four families of M-dependent algorithms [7]:
CL
t
t 1M i t M ;
Ffid
ðx0 Þ
-M ðtÞ ¼ IM hðx Þðx0 Þ

(9)

CL
t
0 1M i 0 M ;
Fecho
ðx Þ
-M ðtÞ ¼ IM hðx Þðx Þ

(10)

CL
Ffid
-M ðtÞ ¼

t 1M
M
hðxt
iðxt
 Þðx0 Þ
0 Þ

(8)

t
Above, xt :¼ t ðx0 Þ, where t :¼ t
  0 is the
Loschmidt echo flow. Since it is the phase-space points
rather than the densities that evolve in expressions (7) and
(8), we can take  ¼ W;t¼0 . For numerical computations,
Eqs. (5), (7), and (8) are further rewritten in a form suitable
for Monte Carlo evaluation, i.e., as an average

40
t

CL
Fecho
-M ðtÞ ¼

;

(11)

hðxt Þðx0 Þ1M iðx0 ÞM
;
hðx0 Þ2M iðx0 ÞM

(12)

2M
M
hðxt
iðxt
0 Þ
0 Þ

R
where IM :¼ hD ðx0 ÞM dx0 is a normalization factor.
Conveniently, the ‘‘normalized’’ (*) algorithms (11) and
(12) do not require the normalization factor IM which is,
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for general states, known explicitly only for M 2 f0; 1; 2g
(I0 ¼ nD
1 , I1 ¼ I2 ¼ 1). For further details, see Ref. [7],
where it was found that the echo-2 algorithm is optimal
since it is already normalized (i.e., echo-2 ¼ echo-2 ),
applies to any density (in particular,  does not have to
be positive definite), and—most importantly—is by far the
most efficient CL algorithm.
As for the DR amplitude, one does not need to consider
general values of M since taking M ¼ 1, i.e., W ¼ W ðx0 Þ,
already gives the desired efficient algorithm deph-1 [4–6]:
DR
0
fdeph
-1 ðtÞ ¼ hexp½iðx ; tÞiW ðx0 Þ :

(13)

Sampling is straightforward for W  0 but can be done
also for general states with nonpositive definite W [6].
Efficiency.—The reader does not have to be persuaded of
the exponential scaling of QD with D. We just note that the
direct diagonalization of the Hamiltonian leads to a QD
D
algorithm with a cost Oðt0 n3D Þ ¼ Oðt0 n3D
1 Þ, where nD ¼ n1
is the dimension of the Hilbert space of D DOF. Despite the
independence of t, the scaling with D is overwhelming.
More practical is the split-operator algorithm requiring the
fast Fourier transform at each step. The complexity of the
fast Fourier transform is OðnD lognD Þ; hence, the overall
cost is OðtDnD
1 logn1 Þ. The effective n1 is reduced in
increasingly popular methods with evolving bases, but
the exponential scaling remains.
Regarding the algorithms for CF and DR, the efficiency
of trajectory-based methods depends on two ingredients:
First, what is the cost of propagating N trajectories for time
t? Second, what N is needed to converge the result to
within a desired discretization error discr ? As this analysis
was done for the CL algorithms in Ref. [7], here we only
outline the main ideas and apply them to analyze the
efficiency of the DR.
The cost of a typical method propagating N trajectories
for time t is Oðcf tNÞ, where cf is the cost of a single force
evaluation. However, among the above mentioned algorithms, this is true only for the fidelity algorithms with
M ¼ 0 (i.e., fid-0 and fid-0*) and for the DR. Remarkably,
in all other cases, the cost is Oðcf t2 NÞ. The cost is linear in
time for a single time t but becomes quadratic if one wants
to know CF for all times up to t. For the echo algorithms, it
is due to the necessity of full backward propagation for
each time between 0 and t. For the fidelity algorithms,
it is because the weight function ðxt ÞM changes with
time and the sampling has to be redone for each time
between 0 and t [7].
The number N of trajectories required for convergence
can depend on D, t, the dynamics, the initial state, and the
method. Below, we estimate N for the DR analytically by
using the technique proposed in Ref. [7]. The discretization
error of AðNÞ due to finite N is computed as 2A;discr ðNÞ :¼
jAðNÞ  Aj2 , where the overline denotes an average over
infinitely many independent simulations with N trajectories. The expected systematic component of discr is zero
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DR
1
DR
for fdeph
-1 and OðN Þ for Fdeph-1 and is negligible to the
expected statistical component  ¼ OðN 1=2 Þ, which
therefore determines convergence. The expected statistical
error of AðNÞ is computed as 2A ðNÞ ¼ jAðNÞj2  jAðNÞj2 .
DR
The discretized form of Eq. (13) is fdeph
-1 ðt; NÞ ¼
1 PN
0
DR
2
N
j¼1 exp½iðxj ; tÞ, from which jfdeph-1 ðt; NÞj ¼
DR
2
DR
N 1 þ ð1  N 1 ÞFDR ðtÞ, jfdeph
-1 ðt; NÞj ¼ F ðtÞ, and
2fDR ¼ N 1 ½1  FDR ðtÞ. The analogous calculation
deph-1
DR
for Fdeph
-1 is somewhat more involved but straightforward.
Inverting the results for 2fDR (exactly) and 2FDR (to
deph-1
deph-1
leading order in N) gives
2
DR
DR
Nfdeph
-1 ¼  ð1  F Þ
DR
NFdeph
-1 ¼

and

(14)

2
½Reðhei2 iW hei i2W Þ þ FDR  2ðFDR Þ2 :
2
(15)

DR
Result (14) for Nfdeph
-1 is completely general. As for
i2
DR
NFdeph
-1 , using the inequality jhe iW ðx0 Þ j  1 and
Eq. (13), we can find a completely general upper bound:

2 DR
DR
DR
NFdeph
-1  4 F ð1  F Þ:

(16)

Estimate (14) and upper bound (16) show, remarkably, that
without any assumptions the numbers of trajectories
DR
DR
needed for convergence of both fdeph
-1 and Fdeph-1 depend
DR
only on  and F and are independent of D, t, initial state,
DR
or dynamics. Estimate (15) of NFdeph
-1 can be evaluated
analytically for normally distributed phase . This is
satisfied very accurately in the chaotic FGR and integrable
Gaussian regimes [2,3] and exactly for pure displacement dynamics of GWPs. By noting that for normal
distributions hei i ¼ eihi exp½VarðÞ=2 and FDR ¼
jfDR j2 ¼ exp½VarðÞ, Eq. (15) reduces to
2 DR
DR 2
DR
NFdeph
-1 ;normal ¼ 2 F ð1  F Þ ;

(17)

which is again independent of D, t, the initial state, or the
dynamics.
In Ref. [7], it was found with a similar analysis that,
for CF algorithms (9)–(12) and D  1, one needs N ¼
2 ðFÞ D trajectories, where  and
depend on the
method, initial state, and dynamics. For all methods with
M  2, there are simple examples [7] with > 1, implying an exponential growth of N with D. Remarkably, for
any dynamics and any initial state, N ¼ 2 ½1  ðFCL Þ2 
for the echo-2 algorithm, so ¼ 1 and, as for the DR, N is
independent of D [7].
Numerical results and conclusion.—To illustrate the
analytical results, numerical tests were performed in
D-dimensional systems of uncoupled displaced simple
harmonic oscillators (SHOs, for pure displacement dynamics) with H ¼ p2 =2 þ kðq qÞ2 =2 and perturbed kicked
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FIG. 2 (color online). Statistical error grows exponentially
with D for the echo-1, echo-10 , and echo-1* algorithms, while
it is independent of D for the CL echo-2 algorithm and the DR
(computed always with the deph-1 algorithm). (a) Pure displacement dynamics obtained with two displaced D-dimensional
SHOs. N 107 . Times were chosen separately for each D so
that F 0:3. (b) General dynamics obtained with a
D-dimensional system of perturbed ( ¼ 104 ) quasi-integrable
(k ¼ 0:2) kicked rotors with n1 ¼ 131 072. N 5  105 . Times
were chosen separately for each D so that F 0:9.

determine the type of dynamics and perturbation strength,
respectively. Uncoupled systems were used to make QF
calculations feasible (as a product of D one-dimensional
calculations); however, both CF and DR calculations were
performed as for a truly D-dimensional system. The initial
state was always a D-dimensional GWP W ðxÞ :¼
2D exp½ðq  QÞ2 =a2  ðp  PÞ2 a2 =@2 . Expected statistical errors were estimated by averaging actual
statistical errors over 100 different sets of N trajectories,
and no fitting was used in any of the figures. Note
that results are also shown for algorithm echo-10 ,
CL
t
0
Fecho
-10 ðtÞ ¼ 1 þ hðx Þ  ðx Þiðx0 Þ , a variant of echo1 precise for high fidelity [7].
Figure 2 confirms that, whereas the statistical errors of
echo-1, echo-10 , and echo-1* algorithms grow exponenCL
DR
tially with D, the statistical errors of the Fdeph
-1 and Fecho-2
are independent of D. Figure 3 shows that, for several very
DR
different dynamical regimes, Fdeph
-1 is independent of t, D,
and n1 , in agreement with the general upper bound (16)
and—in the FGR and Gaussian regimes—also in agreement with the analytical estimate (17). Figure 4 exhibits
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rotors (for nonlinear integrable and chaotic dynamics).
The last model is defined, modð2Þ, by the map qjþ1 ¼
qj þ pj , pjþ1 ¼ pj  rWðqjþ1 Þ  rVðqjþ1 Þ, where
WðqÞ ¼ k cosq and VðqÞ ¼  cosð2qÞ; k and 
-1
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FIG. 3 (color online). Regardless of dynamics, the statistical
error of the DR is independent of dimensionality (D) and time (t)
and is proportional to N 1=2 . Errors are compared for 10 kicked
rotors in the chaotic FGR regime (k ¼ 18,  ¼ 6:4  106 , n1 ¼
131 072), 100 kicked rotors in the integrable Gaussian regime
(k ¼ 0:2,  ¼ 6:4  106 , n1 ¼ 131 072), and a single kicked
rotor in the quasi-integrable algebraic regime (k ¼ 0:2,  ¼
6:4  104 , n1 ¼ 131 072). Time t was chosen separately for
each system so that F 0:94.

FIG. 4 (color online). Computational cost as a function of
simulation time t grows quadratically for all CL echo algorithms
while it is only linear for the DR:deph-0 and CL:fid-0 algorithms. Pure displacement dynamics is given by two
D-dimensional displaced SHOs (k ¼ 3 and @ ¼ 1) for which
all algorithms converge to the exact result. The initial GWP had
X ¼ ð0:5; 1Þ and a ¼ 1 in all DOFs. The fidelity was computed
at fidelity revival times at which F 0:9. The number of
trajectories (N) was selected for each algorithm separately so
that the statistical error  0:01. (a) D ¼ 20, q ¼ 0:2.
(b) D ¼ 1, q ¼ 0:35.
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the superior overall efficiency of the DR compared to all
CF algorithms: Thanks to linear scaling with t and independence of D, the DR is orders of magnitude faster already for quite a small system and short time.
In conclusion, in the case of QF, a SC method can be not
only more accurate but also more efficient than a CL
simulation of QD. In particular, the number of trajectories
needed for convergence of the SC DR depends on F but not
on D, t, the initial state, or the type of dynamics as naı̈vely
expected. This counterintuitive result should be useful for
future development of approximate methods for QD of
large systems.
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